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North Broadway Corridor – Introduction 
Local Leadership Team and Regional Experts 

 

Local Leadership Group 

Michael Banner, Los Angeles Local Development Corporation 

Mario Marrufo, Lincoln Heights Chamber of Commerce 

Angelica Campus, Lincoln Heights Chamber of Commerce 

Michael Montes, Lincoln Heights Neighborhood Council 

 Steve Kasten, Lincoln Heights Business Improvement District 

 David Fields, St. Vincent de Paul 

 David Solanki, Big Saver Foods 
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The Objective and Deliverables  

The objective of the Leadership Group is to engage with ULI to produce a set of 
recommendations to the Study Questions that have been posed by the 
Leadership Group. The ULI TAP will synthesize the underlying problems and 
the advantages the corridor will face when undergoing revitalization, fine tune 
the Leadership Group’s assumptions, and pose solutions that will spur health 
and wealth in the corridor without displacing the existing community. The 
health of the business community and the wealth-creating vibrancy of the 
corridor are the key focuses of the Leadership Team, and so they should be 
prominent in the Panel Report.  

The Study Questions  

Market Forces & Position  

1. Evaluate the current retail market and identify any recent shifts in retail 
positioning along the North Broadway Corridor.  What is the likely future 
retail market position for this area? 

a. What is the demand for new retail, potentially including national, 
regional, and/or local retailers, and how can the North Broadway 
Corridor accommodate it?  How can this market be best positioned 
to attract new investment in the area? 

b. How can the corridor retain and sustain existing businesses and 
engage the surrounding community for future opportunities? 

2. What are the parking capacity and demand issues/needs based on 
anticipated development, including potential reuse of existing public lots for 
housing or other uses? 

 

Public Realm  

3. What type of streetscape improvements can enhance and promote 
pedestrian activity along the North Broadway Corridor? How can Corridor 
Partners facilitate the execution of these improvements? 

4. The Lincoln Heights community will benefit from the improvements at the 
Albion Riverside Park; meeting the needs of youth for recreational activities.  
The Park is slated for completion in the 1st Quarter of 2019. What are the 
options for integrating and/or connecting the corridor to Albion Riverside 
Park?   
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Finance  

5. What financial tools and funding partners are available to fund streetscape, 
branding and public realm improvements for the short and long-term? 
 

Proximity to Anchor Institutions 

6. The University of Southern California’s Health Sciences Campus is just to the 
southeast of the corridor. How can the North Broadway Corridor leverage 
its proximity to USC, including enhancing physical connectivity, to become 
an anchor for the institution that drives greater commercial activity in the 
Corridor? 

 

Branding 

7. What short-term steps could the Corridor Partners take to create a North 
Broadway Corridor brand for streetscape, signage, and store frontage to 
unite their respective constituents, property and business owners?  What 
should be considered over the long term?  Are there any organizations, other 
than a BID, that could oversee and ensure the execution of a North Broadway 
Corridor brand? 
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The North Broadway Corridor Study Area Overview 
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 The North Broadway  
Study Area Breakdown 

 

 
Study Area 
Boundaries 

 
West Boundary: Los Angeles River 
East Boundary: Mission Street 
South Boundary: Manitou Avenue 
North Boundary: Altura Street 
 

 

Length of 
Corridor 

 
Number of Blocks: 22 
Number of Miles: 1.7 
 

 

 
 
 

General 
Description 

 
An urban roadway with a small-town feel on the fringe of the county’s 
largest commercial center. Low foot traffic, high vehicular flow, and 
sidewalks moderately friendly to pedestrians.  
 
Small businesses owned and operated primarily by “mom and pop” locals. 
Property ownership is local and non-institutional.  
 
Two story retail and commercial spaces backed by single family housing 
to the north and south, with some big box retail and commercial along 
Daly. Dollar stores and fast food restaurants line the street to the east of 
Sichel.  
 

 

Focus Area Map 
Los Angeles 

River 

I-5 
Mission 
Street 
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North Broadway Corridor – The Assignment 
The Assignment Summary   

The main roadway of the oldest neighborhood in the City of Angels, North 
Broadway, has a small-town feel even though it is on the outskirts of DTLA.  
North Broadway is a four-lane boulevard carries 20,000 cars per day. A mix of 
ethnic small businesses and name-brand fast food restaurants, high schools, 
national drug chains populate the corridor, as do four major banks.  

Though the average poverty rate of the neighborhood is above 30%, and it is a 
capital desert for its local residents, most businesses have survived on North 
Broadway and Main St., supported by the Lincoln Heights Chamber of 
Commerce (CoC), the Lincoln Heights Business Improvement District (BID), 
and the Lincoln Heights Neighborhood Council (LHNC). Together, the Los 
Angeles LDC, Inc. (LDC), the CoC, the BID, and the LHNC comprise a local 
economic development group known as the “North Broadway Corridor 
Partners” (“Corridor Partners”). The LDC is the “Lead Corridor Partner” and 
fiscal sponsor of the ULI TAP. 

Lincoln Heights is a primarily Latino and Asian urban community that with 
targeted investment and economic development strategies could become a 
much healthier commercial corridor for daytime errands and lunch breaks to 
nighttime outings and entertainment. Local leaders and business owners, 
though, have expressed skepticism of recent changes and growing concerns 
regarding gentrification.  

Recent trends have spurred stories of businesses being priced out of the 
corridor. Catalytic new projects like the late 2018 completion of the Spring 
Street Bridge, the Albion Riverside Park renovation, the LA River Master Plan 
Site, and the Lincoln Heights Jail Redevelopment are signs of hope to some; to 
others, they’re harbingers of rent-driven displacement. Moreover, the City of 
Los Angeles is moving forward on plans to build a range of Affordable Housing 
adjacent to the heart of the corridor. Many fear the loss of parking could depress 
business growth. 

How can the North Broadway retail corridor grow intentionally without losing 
its culture and character and maintaining a mixed-income demography? 
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The Area Median Income   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Local Business Environment   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5 out of 6 census 
tracts have a 

median income 
under 80% of the 
LA Metro median.   

The 147-companies-strong 
small business community is 
retail-dominated and vibrant, 

mostly operated by local 
owners.  

 

Over 20,000 vehicles pass 
through on weekdays. 
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North Broadway Corridor Political, Population, and 
Demographic Background 
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North Broadway Employment by Industries 
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North Broadway Transit – Metro and DASH 

 

LA Metro Presence – the Gold Line, the 45, and the 252 
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LA DASH Presence – Lincoln Heights/Chinatown Route 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LA Bikeshed Analysis – Daly/Broadway 
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Community Engagement in Lincoln Heights 

Since November of 2017, the LDC has attended the meeting of local leadership 
groups and traversed the neighborhood listening to and learning from 
residents, business owners, and property owners. 

They’ve attended Lincoln Heights Neighborhood Council, Lincoln Heights 
Business Improvement District, Lincoln Heights Chamber of Commerce, and 
community meetings early and late to inform and direct their corridor 
development strategy. The lessons learned and information compiled is 
featured prominently throughout this Briefing report.  

The Lincoln Heights Neighborhood Council (LHNC) and the Lincoln Heights 
Business Improvement District (LH BID) are the top priority community 
stakeholders in the Lincoln Heights community, and the LDC has attended the 
monthly meetings of each organization since November 2017. A summary of 
the LHNC is attached in the Briefing Materials, as well as the below map of the 
LH BID’s taxation area.  

The next page summarizes the Imagine North Broadway Initiative, a series of 
community engagement sessions at the Lincoln Heights Certified Farmers’ 
Market.  
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The Imagine North Broadway Initiative 

In April and May of 2018, the Los Angeles LDC Team tabled at the Lincoln 
Heights Certified Market with a 3D Replica of the North Broadway Corridor 
and an aerial map. They asked three questions: 

1. Where do you live and how often do you visit North Broadway? 
2. What do you want to see on North Broadway?  
3. How can we help you bring your vision to life?  

 
Over four sessions, 67 participants shared 
their thoughts, 51 of whom were from 
Lincoln Heights. 

Takeaways:  
Most visit North Broadway more than three 
times a week.  The minimum was twice a 
week and the maximum was 10 times per 
week.  

They wanted to see: 

1. An affordable, cultural food plaza. Cultural food was mentioned five 
times, primarily Mexican.  

2. A third place for hangouts and meetings,    
preferably a name-brand coffee retailer. 
(noted three times) 
3. Preserved parking and increased parking 
(noted three times) 
4. Street-side mixed income housing. (noted 
twice) 
5. A theater and new entertainment venues 
6. A name-brand fitness gym 
7. Sporting goods stores, affordable but not 
dollar-store markets, and business incubation 
centers were also mentioned.  
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North Broadway Corridor – Study Area 
Background Information  

Real Estate & Investment in North Broadway 
Residential Real Estate Overview 

Of the 8,501 households in the seven census tracts abutting North Broadway, 
5,780 are renters (68%) and 2,721 are homeowners (22%).  

From April to May of 2018, residential properties sold at 6.1% above list price 
and were on the market for a mere 35 days.  

The Average Sale Price is in the $549,000 - $630,000 range. 
Lincoln Heights is between Echo Park ($737,000) and Boyle Heights 
($379,500) by geographic location and by home sales prices.  

The Average PSF Price is $307, with year-over-year values increasing at 
24% from 2017 to 2018.  

In Lincoln Heights, 2-bedroom rents average $2,467/month, $500 
less than the City of Los Angeles. Nevertheless, this per-month rate is high 
compared to incomes of North Broadway corridor residents, 83% of whom 
make less than $50,000 a year.  

The neighborhood is very walkable (78 Walk Score) and has a decent transit 
(59 Transit Score) though a multitude of bus lines run along the North 
Broadway corridor. The entirety of the Corridor is rated a 1 for CleanStreets by 
the City of Los Angeles. 

Sources: FFIEC Census Tract, Redfin, and Zillow Reports are attached in 
Briefing Materials. 
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Commercial Real Estate Overview 

There is… 
… 234,249 sf of pure retail space directly on the North Broadway corridor.  
… 222,821 sf of mixed-use commercial, office, and residential space.  
… 70,056 sf of pure multifamily residential.  
Real estate rental rates for both retail and office peak at $3/sf/month at 
the center of the corridor, as is the case of the for-rent 2426 N 
Broadway, 90031 (General Retail) at main intersection of Broadway and Daly.  

They gradually decrease until settling at $2/sf/month on the fringes of 
the corridor, as demonstrated by 2311 Pasadena Ave, 90031 (Office) rents 
at $2.22/sf/mo. 

According to an ESRI Retail Marketplace Profile for Lincoln Heights, which is 
attached in the Briefing Materials, the North Broadway retail corridor has a 
$26.5 million shortage in overall retail trade and a $2.7 million shortage in 
retail food and drink. The industry subsector breakdown is in the graph 
below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources: ESRI, Trulia, and LoopNet Reports attached in Briefing Materials. 
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Real Estate Ownership 

For 171 property owners, the total assessed value of the North Broadway 
Corridor’s real estate is $128,688,418. Property owners with above $3 
million in holdings are below. 

Property  Owner(s) Real Estate Count and Type Total 
Building 

Sq. Ft. 

Assessed 
Value 

% of 
Total 

BCBA Broadway 
LLC  

1 retail store at 2625 N 
Broadway 

15,316 $6,628,382 5.3% 

Oppidan LLC  6 lots of Commercial Land 
along 3000 N Broadway block 

49,067 $5,336,796 4.2% 

Steve Kasten Co. 7 lots of mixed-use, office, and 
retail along 2000 N Broadway 
block and arteries 

53,454 $4,731,342 3.8% 

Arroyo Vista Family 
Health Foundation  

1 medical office at 2411 N 
Broadway 

23,133 $4,439,956 3.5% 

Young Nak 
Presbyterian 
Church 

3 lots of religious uses at 
intersection of North 
Broadway and Spring St. 

34,651 $3,949,158 3.1% 

KJJ Properties LLC  2 retail stores along 3000 N 
Broadway block 

30,585 $3,490,000 2.8% 

Hospitality Group 
LLC and Uka 
Solanki LLC  

4 lots of parking, grocery, and 
retail along 3000 N Broadway 
block.  

38,482 $3,298,812 
 

2.6% 

Sources: Reonomy Dataset attached in Briefing Materials. 

Focus Area Map 
Los Angeles 

River 

I-5 
Mission 
Street 
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Banking in Lincoln Heights 

The corridor is primarily banked by Bank of America (56.2% of market), Wells 
Fargo (22.6%), East West (21.1%), and Union Bank (0.01%), though the region 
is banking deficient. A FDIC deposit share report, for 90031 with $219 million, 
is in the Briefing Materials. 
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Billion-Dollar Investment Surrounding North Broadway 

The North Broadway Corridor is ringed by a bevy of multi-billion-dollar 
development projects, some from the recent past and others expected in the 
near future.  

These include:  

 The Dodgers Club and Stadium in nearby Elysian Valley, purchased and 
revamped for $2.15 billion. 

 The LA River Alternative 20 Master plan, valued at a little over $1 billion. 
See Page 19 for further details.  

 The Union Station Master Plan expansion ambitions, valued at $2.5 
billion. Visit https://www.metro.net/projects/la-union-station/ for 
more information.  

 The USC Health Sciences Campus is reported to be planning to direct over 
a billion dollars in investment on the HSC campus and in the burgeoning 
biotech corridor nearby. Visit https://biotech.usc.edu/invest/ for more 
information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.metro.net/projects/la-union-station/
https://biotech.usc.edu/invest/
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Major Projects Coming Soon to Lincoln Heights  

The North Spring Street Bridge and Albion Riverside Park 
Revitalizations 
On the Western corner of the corridor, the $50 million North Spring Street 
Bridge improvement is nearing completion as the Albion Riverside Park is 
undergoing a $10 million revitalization project. The project includes baseball 
and soccer fields, walking trails, an aquatic zone, and a redone community 
center. Visit http://albionriversidepark.com/ for more information.  

The park revitalization is the only open space project directly along the North 
Broadway corridor.  

The bridge and park together will become the literal front door of the North 
Broadway Corridor from Downtown Los Angeles.  
                                                                                     

 

 

 

 

 

LA County Department of Mental Health 
Mixed-Use Medical Center 
The LA County DMH is consolidating two 
locations into a 40,000 sq. ft. medical center 
with 7,500 sq. ft. of ground-floor retail at the 
intersection of North Broadway and Gates St.  

The project, which is currently leasing 
tenants for the commercial space, will be 
complete in fall of 2018.  

 

 

http://albionriversidepark.com/
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The LA River Master Plan 
On the Western edge of North Broadway could be one of the greatest 
greenspace redevelopments in Los Angeles history. 

A plan called Alternative 20 could restore 11 miles of the Los Angeles River, a 
barren viaduct since the Army Corps of Engineers enclosed it in concrete in the 
1940s, including the stretch of the river adjacent to the western edge of North 
Broadway.  

Over a billion dollars would be pumped into the 11-mile stretch, most of it for 
land acquisitions. The City of LA recently hired Frank Gehry to complete the 
Master Plan of the river project prior to the redevelopment.  

Once completed, the revamped river will fluidly link Downtown LA and 
Chinatown to the North Broadway Corridor. As the rendering below attests, a 
flood of river-adjacent investment should follow.  

Visit http://lariver.org/master-plan for more information.   
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://lariver.org/master-plan
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The Lincoln Heights Jail Redevelopment 
In a recent City redevelopment bid, the abandoned Lincoln Heights jail two 
blocks north of the North Broadway Corridor was awarded to Lincoln Property 
and the Fifteen Group for their Lincoln Heights Makers District plan. The plan 
incorporates dozens of live/work units, two floors of maker spaces, an open-air 
theater, and a walkable retail corridor into two blocks of land connected by 
greenway to the Lincoln Cypress Metro Station.  

This project will provide a comp for future developments, as it is the first major 
development foray into Lincoln Heights in decades.  

The USC Health Sciences Campus Student Housing and Hotel 
A mile from the North Broadway 
Corridor on the USC Health Sciences 
Campus, an additional 272 student 
beds in a 134,000 square foot building 
will commence  construction in 4th 
Quarter 2018, with an $80 million 200-
key Hilton Hotel planned nearby.  

See https://urbanize.la/post/student-
housing-revealed-la-county-usc-
medical-center for more information.  
 

 

https://urbanize.la/post/student-housing-revealed-la-county-usc-medical-center
https://urbanize.la/post/student-housing-revealed-la-county-usc-medical-center
https://urbanize.la/post/student-housing-revealed-la-county-usc-medical-center
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The Elysian Park Lofts 
An Initial Study completed by Los Angeles-based S&R Partners in November of 
2017 proposes a mammoth mixed-use project on two parcels north of the State 
Historic Park to the west of the North Broadway corridor. The Elysian Park 
Lofts, named after the Elysian Valley to the north, would comprise six buildings 
packed with 920 
residential units (of 
which 17 would be 
live-work), 17,941 
square feet of retail, 
and 5,465 square 
feet of office. The 
multi-hundred-
million-dollar 
project is one of the 
first to bridge the 
industrial zone 
divide between 
Chinatown and the 
North Broadway 
Corridor. With the 
potential for no-
parking-required 
and dense 
residential 
development under 
the CASP (see page 
30), it may provide 
the comparable 
spark necessary to 
unleash a flood of 
similar projects.  
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Governmental Affairs 
City Plans of Study Area  

East LA Specific Plan (LA Planning Department Community Plan) 
In the North East Los Angeles Community Plan, the North Broadway Corridor 
is designated under the Cornfield Arroyo Seco Plan, which a small portion of 
the eastern edge and is addressed on the following page.  
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Northeast Los Angeles Community Plan 
 
The Northeast Los Angeles Community plan designates the North Broadway 
corridor under the “Neighborhood-Oriented Commercial” and “General 
Commercial” Land-use categories.  The portion between the Los Angeles River 
and the 5-Freeway are governed by the Cornfield-Arroyo Seco Specific Plan 
(CASP). 
 
Outside of the CASP, the current zoning along the corridor is “[Q] C4-1XL-CDO”.  
The C4 Zone generally allows commercial uses with certain exceptions.  The “Q 
Condition” or Qualifying Condition imposes further use restrictions, site 
planning, architectural, parking, and signage requirements while the Height 
District 1XL limits building height.   
 
The suffix “CDO” refers to a Community Design Overlay District whose 
standards govern proposed projects, as defined.  In 2005, the City Council 
adopted the Lincoln Heights Community Design Overlay District Ordinance, 
Design Guidelines and Standards. 
 
The corridor abuts a residential district which is subject to a Historic 
Preservation Overlay Zone (“HPOZ”); however, the commercial properties are 
not subject to the HPOZ.   
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Cornfield Arroyo Seco Plan (CASP) 
The CASP covers only three blocks of the 
study area on the eastern edge, but is 
innovative enough to wield influence on 
development plans. It provides for a 
distinct new set of zoning areas, 
including Urban Innovation and Urban 
Village, which increase height allotments 
and allow the conversion of industrial 
into commercial, retail, and residential.  

In a major move for Los Angeles, the plan 
also abolishes parking requirements. 
The most significant project currently 
under the CASP is the Lincoln Heights 
Jail Redevelopment, which we describe 
on Page 26.  

The CASP is included in the Briefing 
Materials for reference.  

 

Economic Development Reports  

Beacon Council District Report 
A 2017 Beacon Economics Report explained the Council District area economic 
demographics, among others points, as follows: 

“City Council District 1, extending west and northwest from Downtown Los Angeles, 
has a population of 251,600. The centrally located district, home to Chinatown and 
MacArthur Park, is crossed by I-5 and U.S. 101; the 110 Freeway spans the length of the 
district. Being the third-smallest district in terms of area, District 1 has 2,140 firms and 
61,800 private sector jobs. The average annual wage is $43,600, falling below the average 
wage for the City as a whole by $18,600.” 

The report is attached for reference in the Briefing Materials.  
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USC State of the Neighborhood Report (SNR) 
Published in April of 2015, the USC SNR is a comprehensive analysis of the 
regions surrounding the University Park and Health Sciences Campuses of the 
University of Southern California. A map on “Employment Rate with No 
Education, 2008-2012” from the Report was included under Employment, and 
other titled “Banks per 10,000 Persons, 2014) follows on the next page.  

The SNR addresses economic, demographic, and social indicators of well-being 
in the two study areas. Its exploration of education, health, social stressors, and 
opportunities for growth contextualize USC’s approach to local revitalization 
and have laid the groundwork for many community efforts, including this TAP. 

Its historical and present-day summaries are prescient, a must-read for anyone 
studying the East LA region, including the North Broadway Corridor:  
 
“The history of the HSC study area is rich, with some of the neighborhoods dating back to the 
1800s, and thus has experienced a significant amount of change over time. Historically, many 
of the neighborhoods in the HSC study area have been havens for new immigrant 
communities. These neighborhoods have experienced several major demographic shifts, 
reflecting some of the broader regional trends in migration. 

 
Currently, there is another shift happening: As the 
rapid and intense investment in and development 
of the downtown Los Angeles area grows, many 
people are finding themselves priced out of the 
downtown area and are looking to the 
neighborhoods adjacent to downtown for reprieve 
from the high costs of housing and living. The 
influx of new prospective residents into the 
neighborhoods in the HSC study area is a point of 
tension for current and long-term residents, who 
fear being priced out themselves if the demand for 
housing continues to grow exponentially in 
comparison to the available housing stock.” 
 

The report is attached for reference in the 
Briefing Materials. 
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Potential Affordable Housing on City-Owned Parking Lots 

In December of 2017, the Los Angeles City Council authorized negotiations for 
the development of mixed-income housing complexes on five (5) North 
Broadway parking lots owned by the City, as part of a City Wide “Affordable 
Housing Opportunity Sites” program. Initially, 12 parking lots were identified 
around the City with 5 lots in Lincoln Heights along the North Broadway 
corridor. The housing mix could include a range of types, from subsidized 
affordable housing backed by LIHTC to Permanent Supportive Housing funded 
by Measure HHH. A key requirement for the Lincoln Heights lots is that parking 
be replaced on a one-to-one basis. There are 268 parking spaces in total under 
consideration for housing. 

In January and February, community concern have resulted into the creation of 
the Coalition to Protect Lincoln Heights, whose purpose appears to be to defeat 
the proposed projects.  

In April, 2018, the City entered into an ENA with WORKS and GTM Holdings in 
to develop the projects. Both companies have hosted tours of their existing 
affordable housing developments in Westlake and Glassell Park, as well as 
listening sessions, to integrate greater community input into the shaping of the 
projects.  The Lincoln Heights Neighborhood Council is on record with a vote 
against the projects.  

The benefits and drawbacks of the proposed developments, which could bring 
additional units of housing on the parking lots adjacent to the North Broadway 
corridor, should be considered in the final Report.  
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Federal Opportunity Zones  
The 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs act outlined the creation of federally-designated 
Opportunity Zones (OZs). Though New Market Tax Credit-eligible census tracts 
are the only eligible locales for OZs, OZs are fundamentally different than 
NMTCs. Instead of receiving tax credits for investment, investors can funnel 
capital gains from the sale of broadly-defined “property” into Qualifying 
Opportunity Funds (QOFs) and obtain capital gains tax relief on both the 
original gains invested and any gains incurred from the QOF investment.  

In April of 2018, the IRS announced the designation of Opportunity Zones in 23 
States, including California. The LDC successfully lobbied for all of the census 
tracts abutting the North Broadway corridor to become Opportunity Zones. The 
investment opportunities to be realized through OZs should be considered in 
the final TAP Report, especially as further OZ guidelines are released in May 
and early June.  

See dof.ca.gov/Forecasting/Demographics/opportunity_zones/ for further 
information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  
   

   
   

   
  

 
 

  

Lincoln Heights 
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Tracts (Poverty 
Rate 20%+ and 
<80% AMI) 

Metro Gold  
Line Route 

Frequent 
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The widening of the historic Spring Steet bridge is scheduled to be completed 
by the end of 2018 and construction of the 10 Acre Albion Riverside Park is 
underway.  Both of these projects are long awaited by the residents of Lincoln 
Heights.  It is very likely that by mid 2019, both of these projects will be fully 
operational and will help to define a new gateway intersection (the merging of  
North Spring Street into North Broadway) into Lincoln Heights with a newly 
configured Downey Recreation Center and  Albion RiverSide Park as a 
gathering space in the community.   This location is adjacent to the LA River and  
is easily accessible by public transportation.   

 
It is possible that the improvements to the bridge and new park will set the 
stage for increased interested in the rehabilitation of the many obsolete 
industrial buildings in the Lincoln Heights neighborhood.  The Trust for 
Historic Preservation and Urban Institute collaborated in 2013 with the 
publication of  

Reusing and retrofitting vacant and underused buildings, including more than 10 million 
square feet of vacant space in the urban core, can help Los Angeles grow more sustainably 
and meet changing market demands for new uses such as creative office space or housing. 
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